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f Russia, as doubtless you will admit Russia made that
ohce incident—it was no more than that—an excuse for
lobihzing It was in answer to that mobilization that
yermany called her own men to the colours, reluctantly
he Kaiser endeavoured to the last moment to avert the
inal tragedy It is written in history The published
Locuments prove it The he is unmasked
Captain Gafcfcres flicked away the ash of his cigarette and
tnswered quietly
"And then the German troops invaded Belgium But for
.hat invasion the English would never have stood by the side
>f France"
Herr von Menzel allowed himself to become a little angry
The English are—the English f  They mask a deep and
traditional policy under the guise of stupidity and honesty
It is their consistent purpose to arrange a balance of power
in Europe so that no one nation will be dominant    France
will find now that the English are jealous of French supremacy
Gradually England will draw to the side of Germany against
France    Mark my words, my dear sir ' As for the invasion
of Belgium, I admit that it was an unfortunate necessity
imposed upon us by reasons of defensive attack    If we had
not invaded Belgium, which violated her own neutrality,
France would have used it as a comdor    In any case, what
as Belgium •*   Who are these Belgians?   They are entirely
•unimportant in the general scheme of world order *
Armand Gatiferes veiled his eyes to hide the smile in them
On this point of war guilt he found it impossible to argue
against a man who had a fixed idea impossible of persuasion
or alteration    And from what he heard elsewhere, this saute
repudiation of war guilt existed in every German mind
That was dangerous    It was a psychological phenomenon
which would lead to repudiation of other things    Because af
they refiised the admission of war guilt, the reparations and
other pehalues of defeat would seem to them unjust and

